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ON ‘THIZSECOND-ORIIER‘IUNNEL-WALL-CONSTRICTIONCORRECTIONS
IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE lKLOW
By E. B. Klunker and Keith C. Harder
.
Solutions of the first- and second-order Prandtl-Busemann iteration
equations are obtained for the flow past thin, sharp-nose, symmetric,
two-dimensionalbodies in closed channels. With the use of these solu-
tions an expression is derived for the tunnel-wall interference. The
t~el-wall. correction for a parabolic-arc airfoil is calculated to
indicate the effects of compressibility, ratio of the tunnel height to
the airfoil chord, and airfoil thickness coefficient. It appears that,
for cases where the tunnel-wall corrections are significant, both the
second-order effects and the variation of the correction along the chord
should be considered.
INTRODUCTION 8
. ,.
The use of wind tunnels for solving many aerodynamic problems in
the high-subsonic speed range makes i,tdesirable to reexamine the ques-
tion of tunnel-wall corrections. The general problem of tunnel-wall
interference in incompressible-fluwfielti has been treated in refer-
ence 1. There the various types of interference are described and
equations are presented which permit the correction of wind-tunnel data
to free-flight conditions. These results may be carried over to include
the first-order effects of compressibilitywith the aid of the familiar
Prandtl-Glauert tie. (See reference 2, for example.) It is well-known,
however, that the linearized compressible-flow relations in general do
not describe the phenomena accurately at high-subsonic Mach numbers.
The exact analytical solution for the compressible flow past an
arbitrary closed body has not been formulated; huwever, certain approxi-
mate methods prove useful for studying flow problems. The Rayleigh-
Janzen method, in which the initial step is the complete incompressible-
flow solution, has been used frequently for obtaining approximate solu-
tions to aerodynamic problems. In reference 3 the flaw past a circular
cylinder in a tunnel has been obtained by this procedure. The Rayleigh-
Janzen method is-best suited, however, for obtaining flows past relatively
\
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blunt profiles at low Mach n~bers; hence; tld.smethod h not suitable
for evaluating the tunnel-wall interference for thin profiles at high-
subsonic Mach numbers. Solutions of flow problems by relaxation methods
have proved useful in many hstances; this approach has been employed
in references 4 and 5 to evaluate the tunnel-wall-constrictioncorrec-
tions for the NACA 0012 airfoil and the Kaplan bump, respectively.
Although accurate solutions can be obtained by this method, lengthy
numerical calculations are involved hnd the result is confined to the
specific profile and channel configuration treated.
The Prandtl-Busemann small-disturbance iteration method has been
found most useful in the evaluation of the flow over thin bodies in an
infinite stream. This method therefore is employed herein to evaluate
the second-order tunnel-wali corrections for the flow past thin sym-
metric bodies at zero incidence. The third- and higher-order solutions
can also be obtained by this method although the labor involved becomes
prohibitive.
The wall-interference effects are often calculated from a suitable
system of images. Other approaches are possible, however, and in my
.
instances prove more convenient. In particular, an integral representa-
- tion proves useful for evaluating some interference effects. This repre- ‘
sentation is employed herein to evaluate the wall interference (con-
striction effects) at subsotic speed6 for a thin, two-dimensional, sym-
metric, sharp-nose boo ~ a t~el= The method is closely related to
the familiar somce-sink concefitsfor evaluattig the flow over a thin ‘
body in an unbounded stream. The extension of the source-sink concepts
to the solution of the second-order Prandtl-13usemanniteration equations
has been previously discussed in reference 6. The method of solution of
the interferenceproblem to the second order thus parallels this work.
As an example of ‘tie
interference effects
in’s two-dimensional
use of the equations developed herein, the wall-
are evaluated for a
channel.
The exact nonlinear
a compressible fluid for
ANALYSIS
symetric parabolic-arc airfoil
equation governing the two-dimensional flow of
the velocity potential @t is “
() U?2 Utvl (7 Vt1- ~@*xtxr - 2 aa @txtyl + 1 az-— #’y,y, = o
.
.. — .——..
~— ———-
where
~f, ~t rectangular Cartesian coordinates
u’, v’ velocity components along the xt-
a local speed of sound “
3
.
in the flow plane
and y‘-axes, respectively
and the subscripts x’ and y’ denote partial differentiationtith ‘
respect to these designated variables. With the introduction of a
characteristic length c/2, where c is”the chord, and the undisturbed
stream velocity U as the unit of velocity, the potential equation may
be written in the nondimensional form
.
(71 -u—a Uvaz XX-2 (3 -v—@W=QF%+ 1 a (1)
.
*f 3’ v’where x==, y==, u=”~, v=—, and o==
u, Uc
The Prandtl-Busemann iteration equations are developed from the
nonlinear potential equation (1) (see reference 7, for example) by
assuming that Omaybeexpanded intheform @=x+@l+~2+ . . .
where @n+l and its derivatives are small compared to ~ and ~
is of the order tn where t is the thiclmess coefficient of the air-
foil. With these assumptions the first two equations of the Prandtl-
Busemann iteration method are
(2a)
7+1 Mm2
where u = — 2 ~y 132= 1- M.2, Mm
is the stream Ma.chnumber, and
B
7 is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and cohstant ~
volume.
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The constraint of the tunnel walls, or the tunnel-wall correction,
is expressed as the difference between the velocity at any point in the
flow in the tunnel and the velocity at the same point in an unbounded
stream. For aeronautical applications this velocity increment is of
interest primatily on the surface of the body, that is,’for correcting
the surface pressures on a body ina wind tunnel to free-stream condi-
tions. This tunnel correction on the surface of the body’is found to
the second orderby solving equations (2) subject to proper boundary
conditions. . “
Throughout this paper a bar over a quantity (for example, 6)
represents the quantity in the channel whereas the same quantity with-
out the bar (for example, 0) denotes the quantity in an unbounded
stream. The &Lfferential equations (2) are, of course, the same for
the flow in the channel and in a free stream.‘ \
Bounda~ Conditions
Let the equations
.
4
.
and
\
Y = tYl(x) (-l<x <l) (3a)
\
Y=o (XZ 1; X ~ -1) (3b) I
define a thin symetric body of thickness coefficient t lying on the
x-axis between -1 and 1. Then the boundary conditions for the flow
over the body in an unbounded stream are:
At infinity
% :1 , @y.= o
and on the body
#y(x, Y) = Y’OX(X,Y)
where Y* denotes the slope dY/ax. For the flow
by equations (3) in a tunnel (fig. 1) whose walls
Y = Ah) the boundary conditions are:
(i-a)
(hb)
over the body defined
are at yt = *ht (or
I
.
J
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At the tunnel wall
r
,
...
5
~y(x,h) = O (5a)
on the body i
ZJX,Y) = YGX(X,Y) (!%)
and at x~+m
3X=1 , F-Y=o (5C)
The bounda~ conditions for @l and 92 to the order t and t2j
respectively, are:
At infinity
on the body
,
and at infinity
(6a)
I(6%)
$a=$~=o (7a)
on the body
$%&o) ‘
“Similarly, the “boundary
and
As
.
conditions for
tz, respectively, are:
f3%Y@&Jx, ()) . (’n)
.
FI. ad 72 to the order t
l
(8a)
—- —. —..— -—.—--——_ - ..-_
———-——.. ——.. ____ . . ._
6at the wall y=h
on the body
Lx =Zy’o
atthewa.11 y=h
~&x,h) = O
on the body
Zy(@) = tYI’~~(x, o) + F-@&x(x, 0)
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(8b)
(8c)
(ga)
(~b)
(9C)
The solution of the nonhomogeneous second-order equation (~) may
be expressedas the sum of a particular integral ~2(x,y) (or V2(X,Y))
and a function q2(xjy) (or @2(x,y)) satisfying the homogeneous
equation
FPa + q2-J-y=
me particular integral for equation (2b)
*#(x,Y)
[
= mq~ @ + g)@l
\
o (lo)
(reference 8) is
1-gY@ly (11),
.
,
.—
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Then from equations (7) and (9) the boundary conditions for cp2 and
—
T2 are:
At infinity
.
on the body
9=(x,0) = F(x)
where
.
~d at x +dm
on the body
F2+,0) “w
where
F(x) = (132tYf~=(x,0) +~2tY~~(x,0) - Mm2 1 +
. .
;)-wwo~(x,o)
(U?a)
(L2b)
(12C)
.
g)tmw) ik!-&%o)
.
.’
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The tunnel-walJ_interference to the second order then is found from the
solution of equations (2) subject to the,given boundary conditions. .>
Solution of the Bounda~Value Problem
First-order solution.-A solution of the first of equations (2) ,
—
for 91, satisfying ~he first two
is, for y? 0,
11(X,Y) =
- :J%[:‘(’)
from which
%oundary conditions of equations (8),
cosh Ba(y - h)
co$~(x- ~) d~
Sinh j3cdl
.
The(body slope tYlt may be represented by its Fourier integral as
1
JJ
m
“ tY1’(x) =: X Y1t(~)cos a(x - ~) dg (14)
-1
.
J&om equations (13) and (14) the boundary condition for tangential flow
(equation (8c)) ontheQodyis satisfied by choosing g(~) =~Yl$(~).
Thus the solution for ~l(x,y) is P-
cosh ~a(y -h) C08 ~(x
- ~) d~ ‘
Sinh pall
Inverting the order of integration and integrating with respect to a
.,
gives
1
71(%Y) =* 1 Yll(’5)lo&
-1 {,
I}-&~@@-h=os%y ~ (U)
.
—
2.,
.
.,
.
4
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where L = -1. The solution ~~(x,y) satisfying the boundary condi-QQLf=l-J~
tions given by equations (6) maybe found from equation (15)
h approach infinity. Thus
J
1
91(%Y) = lim ~_-(x,Y)=;
~
Y1’(E)lo& (x
hsrn
-1
which is the well-lmown solution for the flow past a
an unbounded stream by a distribution of sources.
with h~=~&(x,o) - @E(x,O), thetifference
body to the first order is
Th4 first-order tunnel-wall
velocity on the body is given by
obtained by considering the flow
in the lower half-plane is known
Second-order solution.- The
a symetric body by an extension
by letting
d~ (16) ,
symettic body
in velocity on
1
in
the
(17)
correction to the x-component of
equation (17). ‘I!hisolution was
in the upper half-plane; the solution
by symmetry.
second-order solution for the flow over
of the concepts of source-sink distribu-
tions has been discussed in reference 6. The second-order solution &
is given by @2
,&
= q2 + *2 where 92 satisfies the homogeneous equa-
tion (10) and V2 is the particular integral givenby equation (n).
The form of the differential equation and boun~ry conditions for (p2
are the same as for 91. Thus the solution for @2 may be written
immediately as
.,
.,
and
(18)
—————— —.—-—— ——
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(It should be noted that the second-order solutions given here are not
valid for blunt-dose profiles since for these cases the particular
integral introduces singularities-whichcannot be canceled by a source
distribution.)
The second-order solution for the flow over a symmetric body in a
channel may be found in a manner analogous to that for 41. Consider
the expression
.
which is a solution of the homogeneous differential equation (10). Since,
from equation (19), ,.
\
and
which equal ~(x) and F(x), respectively by the Fourier fite-
theorem, the bound&ry conditions of equations (12) cm the body and at
the wall are satisfied. Inverting the order of integration of equa-
tion (19) and integrating with respect to a gives
“
from which the bounda~ conditions at infinity may be shown to be satisfied.
.—.—
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The quantity 9=( x,O) is found after some reduction as
The second-order correction’to the velocity on the surface of a
body in a wind tunnel is
Au =Aul+Au2+O(t3)
.
,$
.
.a
or from equations (17), (18), and (20)
‘u ‘H;’f(’)~Coth‘(x- ‘) - *]” +
M++ @dx,@bdx,@ +Fix2(x,o) - jh(x,o)fhdx,o) -
1f$~2(%o)+O(t% (a)
. . . . .-.-—.-—.-. ———-— —- ——-—
.—. -.. —- —.
.. _.. _ ..— _—.. ——.—. .—. -.—. .—. -——-.
—— .— .-— .— .—.
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Throughout this
is to be taken.
*
paper the Cauchy principal value of all improper integrals
,.
Discussion of the Equations
The tunnel-wall-interferenceeffects are often evaluated by con-
sidering a suitable system of images. (See references 1 and 2, for
example.) The first-order equations developed previously are’consistent
with this approach. An expansion for coth L(X - E ) (see reference 9,
for example) is
m
cothk(x-~)= 1 +=’ z A(x - E)
x(x - E) n=l n2fi2+ X2(X - ~)2
Then, from equation (17),
which is reco@zed as the influence of source-sink
_ nfi
Y. The series appearing in the expression for
convergent’;hence the term-by-term integration is valid.
images located at
du~ is uniformly
me calculation of the tunnel-wall interference for a given profile
requires the evaluation of seve-1 integrals. The integrals occurring
in equation (21) are not easily evaluated for most profiles and it is r
preferable to expand the integrands in the form of a series. The series
given previously, however, is’not the most useful. The expansions
X cothh(x - ~) =++ ~ (-1)
1
‘n-lz~av (x- g)a-l ,
x- n=l .
tanh x(x - E) ‘ 5j-l)n-1
n=l
E)2 < +’)
}
(22)
- E)-
(Aqx - ~2)JE)2<T
.
,.
.
.
.,%
.
,.
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(see reference 10, for exsmple), where the coefficients ~ are the “
Bernoulli numbers, are better suited for calculation since the integra-
tions are more easily performed. Moreover these alternating series
converge rapidly and in most cases only a few terms need be retained.
With the use of the relations (22) the first-order correction to
the velocity on
&l=&
the body is determined.fromequation (17) as
(X2(X- E)2<ti2) (23)
or, after integmtion by parts,
(X2(X - E)2< .3+
Thus the first term is
remaining terms are in
Similar3yi to the
velocity is
proportional to the area of the body and the
a fmm convenient for graphical integration.
second order, the correction to the surface
@)!Q’--”- .
1
[
Mn?(l+g)F’’-(x,o)7rd(xjo)o)+7ix-2b%o)- 91(X,0)$JAX,0) -
1
@~2(@) +O(t%
(X2(X- 5)2<:) (24)
. .. .. . . .. .. ..-—.-— —-—- -------— ---— ——— --————
..-— ..— ..—- ... . . . . .
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The quantities &, @l,
functions F, F, and ~
found from the equations
and their derivatives required to evaluate the
as we~ as the particular integral may be
(15) and (16). These quantities can be expressed
. in series form with the use of the relations (22).
The range of integration for the integral containing F(g) should
extend from -a to W. The series employed, however, does not converge
over this entire range. The contribution of this integral is small
outside the range -1 to 1; hence, with good appro-tion, the inte-
gration may be taken from -1 to 1. In some cases the contribution
of the integral involving ~(~) is so small that it may he neglected
altogether. b this case, equation (24) convergesfor &lx-E@*
Since the maximumvalue of x - ~’ is the chord, the serie8 form for the
correction is applicable to cases where the chord is less than m
times the tunnel height. When the integral involving 7(g) is considered,
the series solution is applicable to cases where the chord is less than
* ~ ~1~2 times the tunnel height.
The constriction effects for an open tunnel may be found by an
analysis similar to that given for the closed tunnel. Here the boundary
condition of zero normal velocity at the wall.is replaced by the con-
dition of constant pressure along the jet boundary. To the first order
the jet boundary is located at Y’ = h*. However, for the second-order
solution the boundary condition must be satisfied on the jet boundary.
The location of this boundary for the second-order solution may,be
determined from the first-ordervelocities at yl = hl . The fact that
the ordinate of the jet boundary.is not a constant and is initially
unknown for any itemtion higher than the first makes the solution of
this problem more tedious than that for the closed tunnel.
TUNNEL-WALL CORRECTIONS FOR A SYMMEPRIC PARABOLIC-ARC AIRFOIL
As an example of the use of the equations developed herein, the
tunnel-wall corrections are evaluated for a parabolic-arc airfoil. This
profile proves convenient since the first-order wall corrections can be
obtained in terms of tabulated functions. Thus the rapidity ‘ofconvergence
of the alternating-seriesform of solution is readily ascertained by
comparison with this solution. .
The parabolic-arc airfoil is defined by the equation
.
Y(x) = tYl(x) = t(l - X2) (-l< x<l)
= o (X>l; x< -1)
.—— —-- —--
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From equation (16) the u-component of velocity on the airfoil in an
unbounded stream is given to the firqt order as
I
‘M’x ‘oge1%1) (25)
.
where @ denotes the Cauchyprincipal value. ,~omequatiou (l5)fie
ii-componentof velocity on the airfoil in the tunnel is
J
2Xtp 1Y1’(5)coti x(x- E) a =-—
pfi -1 ~ coth A(X - ~)d~
and, after an integration by parts,
[1g lo& Sinh A(x - 1)1 +1O* Isinhx(x+l) I
Writing the hyperbolic “sinein temns of exponential, making a change
of variable, and performing the elementary integrations giyes
.
1
lo% pnhk(x+l)l - 2AX+21O*2
#
/
—--..—. __________ ._
—. —— ————.
.-
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where
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w= l-e -2%(X-E)
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“
a=l-e -a(x+l)
b= l-e -2X(X:1)
The Spence integral is defined by
JxRZ(X) = 1
Thus with the use of this integral
correction to the velocity is
.
r
J&r[()—RZa -
1
RZ(b~ + ~ 10ge
X’-l
loge Isinhk(x+l)l - m+
and equation (25) the tunnel-wall
210@ 2-2.xlo&
ISinh x(x - 1) +
.
II1 -x (26)1+X
The Spence integral is tabulated for positive values of x in
reference 11. The limit b is negative for all values of- x for
~~o. However it is easily shown that the value of the Spence integral.
‘ for negative values of t~e argument is given by the relation
RZ(-X) =~RZ(X2) - RZ(X) +~RZ(0)
The first-order solution for the tunnel-wall correction in series
form is found from equation (26) as -
(27)
l
,
.
—.——
3
1.
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Similar series
easilv found.
,
—
expressions for 91,
Then, with the use of
17
!
91, mdtheir derivatives are .
these first-order solutions, the
functions ~(!%) and F(i!.) may be evaluated. The inte~l invoiving
the function” ~(g) is ve~ small and may be neglected.- The tunnel--
wall correction to the second order is therifound from equation (24).
lUZSULTSAND DISCUSSION
The first-order constriction correction to the x-component of
velocity at the surface of a symmetric parabolic-arc airfoil in a wind
tunnel is shown in figures 2 and 3 for several ratios of tunnel height
to chord. It appears, at least for the parabolic-arc airfoil, that
the error made in neglecting the variation of interference-velocity
correction along the chord is smalJ provided the chord is ~ch less
than the tunnel height and the Mach number is small. For these cases,
the constant term of equation (23) gives a good value for the correction.
+ However, these are just the cases for which the correction is so small
that it is often neglected. For cases where the correction is signific-
ant (large Mach numbers and/or small ratios of tunnel height to chord),
. the error made in neglecting the variation of velocity correction along ,
the chord may be 10 to 15 percent. Comparison of the correction (fig. 2)
given by equation (26) with that given by equation (23) indicates good
convergence of the series solution. The proper value of the correction
is zero at a stagnation point. The fact that the correction does not
approach zero at the stagnation points gives another ’exampleof the
inability of this approximate theory to represent adequately the flow
in these regions.
A series for the first-order correction to the velocity is given
by equation (23); the first term gives the often-quoted result that the
tunnel-wall correction varies as l/f33,whereas succeeding terms contain
other powers of p. The constriction correction to the second-order for
the parabolic-arc airfoil at midchord is shown in figure 3. It iS of
. interest to note that the correction, to the second order, at the mid-
chord varies with Mach number approximately as l/~3, the second-order
correction being about 20 percent higher for t = 0.1 and about 40 per-
cent higher for t = 0.2. It therefore appears that the second-order
correction should be considered for test conditionswhere the first- -
order.correction is significant.
The constriction corrections commonly employed to correct tunnel
force or pressure data are apylied to the stream velocity and hence to
the dynamic pressure, Mach number, and so forth since the correction has
a constant value over the chord. On the other hand, the corrections
developed herein vary over,the chord of the airfoil and consequently
...- .-,. .—. ---- —. — .— ..— -—-. ..—---- .—. .——— —.-. — .—’ . . .
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they must be employed locally to correct the surface velocity or pressures.
These second-order constriction corrections are more accurate than those
normally employed but their calculation and use entails more labor.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., February 2, 1951
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Figure 3.- Variation of first- and second-ordervelocity correction at
the m.idchozdwith Mach number.
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